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WHAT MAKES SENSATION SPECIAL?
          Comfort. Sensation fabrics stretch and move according to the frame of the user,          

          providing a truly custom sit for every individual; and the strength of the unique fibers  

          provide excellent support to people of all shapes and sizes. 

          Memory. Sensation’s unique stretch characteristics cause it to return to a smooth, clean 

          profile once the furniture is vacated…even after years of use.

          Strength and Longevity. All of Homecrest’s standard sling products go through 50,000  

          cycles of drop-testing, which in itself is remarkable; but Sensation slings go well over  

          90,000 cycles without damage.  

        

          Frame Protection. Sensation fabrics promote the structural integrity of the metal frames  

          used in chair construction, as the elastomeric characteristics absorb much of the shock  

          that would normally be borne by the supporting frame.  

        

          UV-Resistance. Sensation slings are extremely fade-resistant, and look showroom-ready  

          for years after purchase.

          Low-Maintenance. With Sensation fabrics, there is no such thing as ‘dry time’—whether  

          damp from poolside use or inclement weather, towel it off and it’s ready to go. Cleaning  

          is a breeze—often a gentle hosing down is all that’s needed to keep it looking fresh.

WHAT COLLECTIONS USE SENSATION SLINGS?
All Homecrest sling (dining, bar, cushionless deep seating, and chaise) collections are available with Homecrest’s proprietary double layer 

Sensation sling. And like all Homecrest sling furniture, Sensation slings are warranted for 5 years in residential use, two years commercial, 

and are field-replaceable.

For more than sixty years, Homecrest has built its reputation on quality, innovation, and comfort. As pioneers in the elastomeric fabric 

category, we have more than 15 years of experience building Sensation sling furniture; and to this day, there is nothing that comes close to 

the maintenance-free comfort, memory, colorfastness, and longevity of a Homecrest Sensation sling chair.

Homecrest’s Sensation sling fabrics are constructed using a specialized UV-resistant elastomeric yarn that is woven together with typical PVC 

sling fibers, creating a material that has amazing stretch characteristics for comfort, and outstanding memory for fabric longevity.

WHAT ARE SENSATION FABRICS?

SLING CONSTRUCTION

BOUNCING BETTY TESTING

UNIQUE STRETCH YARN
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AVAILABLE SENSATION SLING FABRICS
AGATE II CEDAR IICARIBBEANBISQUE STRATUSPOPPYCAMEO II ZINC II


